
CareCall EDGE is the market leading integration 
ecosystem designed for today’s modern 
healthcare, aged care, and hospital facilities. 

Our philosophy: if it produces data – 
it can and should be monitored.

With over 100 current integration 
options and more on the way. We cover 
nurse call, fire, security, access control, 
BMS, HVAC, Duress, PBX, RTLS, and 
Cloud services. 

Our solution delivers best in class, 
enterprise grade alarm and event 
management, with robust reporting 
and analytics to help monitor and drive 
efficiencies within your facility. 

Do you:

» have an existing hardwired nurse call system that is still
operating but want to add apps?

» want to add wireless flexibility to your facility for mobile alarms
or duress without having to install a completely new system?

» want to receive and respond to alerts on your mobile phone
or tablet?

» need to locate a person in duress using only wireless mobile
technology, indoors or outdoors?

» want to add GPS location tracking or RTLS?

EDGE can deliver all these solutions to you, and more.

Alarm visualisation helps responders to quickly identify situations 
as they unfold and make decisions based on Realtime information. 
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With a system agnostic 
approach, your investment in 
CareCall EDGE is continuously 
enhanced. As new technology 
opportunities are created, they 
can also be implemented. 



We have our own location technology, 
utilizing 3D positioning techniques to 
rapidly locate someone. 

The deep customisation we offer makes 
Miracle Edge the go to solution for 
flexibility and integration. 

Our server software is system 
agnostic, which means any data-based 
system can be integrated for alarm 
management and standardised for 
notification and reporting purposes.

Customisable Cloud Reporting and 
Dashboards provide a complete 
enterprise solution. You get all 
the information you want, when 
you need it.

Whether this be for a single site or a 
group of facilities.

Common reports: Call Point Reports, 
24 Hr Alarm Volume, 24 Hr Alarm 
Duration, Alarm Duration Curve, 
Alarms Per Day, Alarm Distribution, 
Top 10 Durations, Top 10 Alarms by 
Volume, Daily Alarm Duration, Alarm 
Activity, Occupancy.

Active alarms can be visualised in 3D 
using alarm widgets or street view 
maps and camera integrations. 

Find out more at miracle-electronics.com




